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Abstract

The development of spent fuel storage systems requires consideration of many factors in making design decisions. A
significant issue affecting the design is the need to incorporate transportability of the canister or cask system design, which
results in major changes to the storage system design. This paper presents a review of the significant factors affecting storage
system design to incorporate transportation requirements and looks at the trends in both the United States and Europe where
Transnucleaire and its US affiliated companies Transnuclear Inc., Transnuclear West and PacTec are active. A discussion is
also presented relative to the pros and cons of whether the spent fuel storage system vendor should anticipate these
transportation needs in the design of their systems.

1. UNITED STATES EXPERIENCE

1.1. Factors affecting transportability decisions

The current spent fuel storage and transportation issues in the United States are driven by the
need for nuclear power plants to free up space in their spent fuel pools. However, the design of these
systems is influenced by many factors other than the simple requirement to store spent nuclear fuel
outside the spent fuel pool in an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI). One significant
factor governing the design of today's systems is the ability to provide for transportation of the spent
fuel as well as for storage. The transportability requirements are based on the current government
position that all spent fuel will be taken by the DOE and stored at a central facility. This paper will
examine the need for the design of spent fuel systems to anticipate these final DOE requirements and
to anticipate the transportation requirements.

Dry spent fuel storage systems for use at commercial nuclear power plants are more and more
required to allow for transportation of the spent nuclear fuel. This need is based on several factors:

• Compatibility with the DOE central repository requirements resulting in a desire to have
a multi-purpose canister for on-site storage, transportation, and storage at the repository.

• Compatibility with the DOE central repository requirements so that the DOE will take
the spent fuel canisters as-is with no need to repackage or re-handle the spent fuel.

• Public pressure wishing to make sure that the utility ISFSIs are not permanent storage
facilities.

The need for compatibility with the DOE central repository requirements is governed by the
previous DOE effort for the design of a multi-purpose canister system. The design requirements
imposed by the DOE for this effort were that the system could be used for on-site-storage, for
transportation to the repository, and finally for disposition at the repository. However, this effort was
discontinued and the current DOE programme is resulting in a repository overpack that is
significantly different from the canister systems in use today or that were designed as part of the
original multi-purpose canister programme. Therefore, the design requirements for the system are now
based on on-site storage and transportation to the repository. Compatibility with repository
requirements is an unknown that is subject to change based on final DOE repository design.

The need for compatibility with the DOE system so that the DOE will take possession of the
spent fuel without fuel handling or re-packaging is based on utility concerns that the DOE will take
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the fuel first from those utilities that have transportable systems. The utilities do not want to place
spent fuel into storage and then be required to re-package the fuel prior to DOE acceptance. This
philosophy is based on the demand that any fuel handling be performed by the DOE at the repository.
Also, the potential for an interim storage facility would require a system that can be transported and
then stored.

Finally, public pressure is driving a need to demonstrate that the utilities on-site ISFSIs are not
permanent storage facilities. The use of dry spent fuel storage systems which are transportable shows
that these ISFSIs are indeed temporary and that the spent fuel can be removed from the utility plant
sites. The use of transportable systems provides the utility with the greatest perceived flexibility in
dealing with the final DOE requirements for acceptance of the spent fuel.

These factors result in a market demand that the dry spent fuel storage systems include the
ability for transport of the spent nuclear fuel. However, the transportability requirements come with a
significant economic burden. The addition of transportability to the dry spent fuel storage system
results in significant increases in system cost, licensing time, and system complexity. Also, the
ultimate system design is based on "guesses" of the final repository needs. Fig. 1 shows the TN casks
in use by the US utilities.
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FIG. 1. Transport and storage casks for many users

1.2. Pros and cons of considering transportability effects

Based on the significant factors influencing the design of the spent fuel packages for
transportation and the various unknowns with the final DOE requirements, should modular spent fuel
storage systems anticipate transportation by themselves? There are pros and cons to this decision. The
NUHOMS® MP187 system designed by Transnuclear West Inc. (TN West) provides an example of
this approach an can be used to discuss the positive and negative aspects of developing a transportable
system. The NUHOMS® MP187 system is a transportable system based on the NUHOMS® general
licence storage system.
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The positive aspects of developing a transportable system are:

• Compatibility with current utility and public demands to satisfy their requirements;

• Greatest flexibility for ultimately satisfying the DOE requirements whether the decision
is for storage at a centralized interim facility or a repository;

• Opening the option to ship fuel to a reprocessing plant should this approach be reborn in
the US;

• Added sturdiness to face the regulatory demands of 10CFR71;

• Added flexibility for a utility with multiple NPP units, so as to organize transhipments
between pools or semi-centralized ISFSIs.

The negative aspects of developing a transportable system are:

• Licensing time is much longer since transportable systems require testing and obtaining
separate licences for storage (10CFR72) and transportation (10CFR71);

• Design becomes more complex and costly.

The MP187 system provides a good example of the pros and cons stated above. The MP187
canister is similar in design to the general licence storage system in function, operation, and overall
size. However, the MP187 canister requires additional hardware in that 26 spacer discs are required
for structural support versus eight for the storage only system. Also, the MP187 canister requires the
use of neutron poison in the design, which is not required by the storage only system. These changes
result in a canister that requires additional fabrication work and which has a higher cost.

The MP187 system cask is required to meet transportation requirements of 10CFR 71 which
results in additional hardware, testing, and design requirements. The transportation cask includes the
need for impact limiter designs and testing to demonstrate the ability to handle the 9-meter drop
requirement. Additionally, the cask must satisfy more stringent shielding and dose rate limits and
must be capable of maintaining leak-tightness. These design features result in added fabrication
complexity and cost.

Finally, the licensing period is increased due to the more complex nature of the transportation
design. The MP187 system has been in licensing for over four years, which encompasses the initial
submittal, testing, and final licensing submittals. It is currently the only fully licensed canister-based
dual-purpose system in the world.

Similar considerations apply to the cask based interim storage systems such as those developed
by Transnuclear Inc. Although the basic design features of storage only casks, like the TN 40 or the
TN 32, are close to those of a dual purpose cask, the effort for licensing the dual purpose TN 68 for
BWR fuel is greater (see Fig. 2 for its storage configuration). This effort will give to the customer
more options in its fuel management policy.

Therefore, the design to provide transportability into the dry spent fuel storage system requires
a review of the practical and economical costs/benefits of this approach.

1.3. Current trends

The current practice in the United States is moving toward dual certified systems - systems that
are licensed for storage (10CFR72) and transportation (I0CFR7I). This practice is driven by the need
for utilities that are decommissioning power plants to demonstrate transportability of the systems and
by a general desire to have the flexibility that dual certified systems provide. Also, more dual-
purpose systems are completing the licensing process and this will result in a further shift toward the
use of the dual certified systems.
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FIG. 2 Storage configuration of the TN 68 cask

2. EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE

2.1. Factors affecting transportability decisions

Europe, with the notable exception of Sweden, is characterized by several parameters that
explain why interim storage has been implemented in transportable systems. Most European utilities
have been contracting for reprocessing of their spent fuel. This has two major consequences:

• The power plants are equipped to handle transport casks and their operators are familiar
with that type of equipment;

• Even though a utility may want to place part of its spent fuel in interim storage, it does
not want to forego the possibility of sending that very fuel to reprocessing later in time.
Therefore it will choose not only transportable interim storage systems, but also systems
that can be unloaded at the reprocessing plants too.

Other reasons reinforce this choice. Some countries have built centralized interim storage
facilities and it is easier to load the fuel into dual purpose casks at the NPP rather than transport it to
such facility or organizing for transfer from a transport device into a storage system at the end of the
road. Also, in most European countries, laws that govern interim storage are the same laws and
regulations that apply to NPP and other nuclear industry facilities. Unlike the US 10 CFR 72, these
laws and regulations give scant specific guidance to the ways one should regulate the interim storage
facilities. Hence the strongly deterministic and conservative regulations for transport of radioactive
materials provide a first and firm basis on which to license an interim storage system.

In addition, unlike in the USA, transportation of spent fuel has been ongoing for years in
Europe. The licensing practice is well established and shared by Competent Authorities from the
different countries. The licensing effort/cost gap that exists between storage only and dual purpose
systems is thus narrower.
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Companies like Transnucleaire, that have initially developed in the field of transport services
and transport packaging engineering, have thus naturally become suppliers of dual purpose casks such
as the casks from the TN 24 cask family. These dual-purpose casks have a versatile design that is
readily adaptable to various spent fuel assembly characteristics and different power plants, as shown
by Table I. Fig. 1 shows the various casks in use in Europe and Fig. 3 the storage configuration of the
cask TN 52 L.

TABLE I. THE TN 24 DUAL PURPOSE CASK FAMILY

Name of cask

TN24D

TN24XL

TN24G

TN52L

TN97L

TN24DH

TN 24 XLH

TN24SH

Contents

28PWR900SFAs

24PWR1300SFAs

37 PWR SFAs

52 BWR SFAs

97 BWR SFAs

28 PWR 900 high burnup SFAs

24 PWR 1300 high burnup SFAs

37 PWR 14x14 high burnup SFAs

Country

Belgium

Belgium

Switzerland

Switzerland

Switzerland

Belgium

Belgium

Belgium

Another element in favour of dual-purpose system in the European view is that the international
character of the transport regulations based on IAEA recommendations makes it easier to procure
from several vendors based in different countries by holding them to a well identified set of
specifications.
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FIG. 3. Storage configuration in the TN 52 L cask
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TABLE II. INTERIM STORAGE NEEDS IN EUROPE

Country

Belgium

Bulgaria

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Hungary

Italy

Netherlands

Slovakia

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Type of interim storage for spent fuel

• Dry storage in DP casks at Doel NPP

• Pool storage in Tihange NPP

• Pool storage

• Dry storage planned-undefined

• Dry storage in DP casks

• Pool storage at reprocessing plants

• Centralized dry storage facilities with DP casks

• Vault system + shipment of spent fuel to Russia

• Dry storage DP casks planned

• Vault system

• Pool storage

• Planned dry storage in DP casks

• Planned dry storage in DP casks

• Centralized pool storage

• Dry storage in DP casks

• Pool storage at reprocessing plants

European countries are, by American standards, very small in area. So opposition against to
and/or concern with the storage may well come from the public of a neighbouring country, as the
Austrian example of pressures on the Czech and Slovak Republics has shown. Thus, transportability
serves two purposes, showing that:

• the fuel will not be stored forever on the given spot, since it is transportable;
• a stringent safety approach based on internationally recognised rules is being imple-

mented. Thus the experts of the neighbouring country may assert readily that the interim
storage facility is up to valid standards.

2.2. Current trends

The situation of the current additional interim storage needs for spent fuel in Europe is
summarized in Table II. Exempting the two countries that benefit from the large pools of their
reprocessing plants, one can see that 70% of the listed countries implement or plan to implement dry
storage in dual purpose systems.

3. CONCLUSION

While in Europe, transportability dominates the interim storage systems, in the US utilities
still need to ponder on their choice. It may well be that as the safety justification and QA
requirements for storage systems associated to higher performances and fuel burnup become ever
more stringent, the gap between transportability and storage-only will narrow and lose
significance. In Europe, the medium or long-term vision of multinational end-disposal facilities
should add momentum to the transportability requirement.
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